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Regulation - an old, unpopular acquaintance
Regulatory issues have always determined the grid-based energy industries (electricity, gas, heat) in
Southeast European and Black Sea countries. Regulation is not a new issue. During central planning
and most of the 1990s, the ministries of finance regulated prices for industrial and household users
and, as those tariffs did not cover costs, paid subsidies. However, in so doing, the governments
subdued regulatory issues to budgetary and monetary constraints (anti-inflationary policies), - to the
detriment of the industries and customers concerned.

The road to go - separating policy from regulation
But towards the late 1990s, the institutional setting for the energy industries became slowly market-
oriented (corporatization, commercialization, unbundling, mass and equity privatization, reduction
of subsidies and cross-subsidies, and liberalization of certain prices). It became necessary to replace
policy-driven regulation by market-oriented regulation as investors could hardly be expected to risk
their capital if tariffs and competition remained subjected to unforeseeable ad hoc policy
interventions. It was, thus, necessary to separate the general policy function from the market-
regulatory function.

What is meant by regulation?
This, then, raised the question of what needed to be regulated by the regulator. What does it mean to
establish "a market"? The answer depends on changing circumstances and on the extent of "public
service" obligations in terms of long-term security of supplies, diversification of sources, social and
environmental protection. But essentially regulation covers tariffs, transit and transmission fees,
licenses, access to markets and (gas) storage facilities, consumer protection (including the sick, old
and poor), grid/market/metering codes, framework contracts, technical regulations, accounting
methodologies and settlement of payments, rules on transferring profits from licensed business to
other businesses, use of renewables, and performance standards.

Regulation and restructuring - twin brothers
At the turn of the century, i. e. after ten years of energy reforms, various regulatory models are
either actually used or contemplated in the countries of southeastern Europe and the Black Sea
region. They are sequential, i. e. steps on a road from the command system to a fully market-driven
system. Each of these steps is determined by, or determines, progress in the restructuring of the
grid-connected energy industries. Restructuring enables regulation, regulation enables restructuring.

"Models" are country-specific. To simplify, five "models" are distinguished:

1. The traditional model, in which regulatory power is vested in the government (ministry of
finance, ministry of economics). This model is determined by macro-economic, budgetary and
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monetary constraints which, in practice, jeopardize the performance and future of the grid-based
energy industries. The reason: the "regulator" (ministry) arbitrates between the fundamentally
contradictory goals of stability of public finance, meeting demand, and keeping the industry
operational. This model is applied as long as the grid-based energy industries remain vertically
integrated state-controlled monopolies, as is still the case in Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia, Greece, FYROM, Serbia-Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia and Turkey. It is not likely to
survive the pressures mounting from unsatisfied customers and manufacturers who can no
longer compete on world markets. Also the benefits, the treasury could reap from equity
privatization will be such that this model will be abandonned in the foreseeable future.

. A single buyer/seller mode), in which the traditional vertical monopolies had been unbundled
into entities for generation, transmission and retail and where competition takes place at the
stage of generation. Eligible customers have access to generators and indirect access to the grid
through a single buyer and seller. An independent regulator oversees competition, access to the
market and determines transmission fees and tariffs for captive customers. The function of
running the grid is entrusted to a "technical" system operator, usually associated with the single
buyer. The single buyer model has a tendency to favour long-term power purchasing agreements
which - in a totally competitive market - may turn out to be "stranded assets" (Poland in the
past, Hungary). The model is applied in Hungary, Moldova and Bulgaria, planned for Slovenia
and Greece as of 2001, and envisaged for Lithuania.

Regulated third-party access. This model is applied in Romania (and Poland, and planned for
the Czech Republic's electricity sector). The eligible customers (at present accounting for 10 %
of electricity use, in the mid-term: 35 %) can directly negotiate with generators. For the other
customers, the regulator establishes cost+-based electricity tariffs on the basis of a simulation of
the optimum operation of the power system Thereby the regulator observes, by law, a certain
"merit order" for nuclear power, regeneration, hydropower and coal. These policy-imposed
constraints will decline over time. Cross-subsidies have been removed. Besides the regulated
market there is also a spot market featuring marginal cost pricing. There is competition at the
generation stage (even in the regulated market) and, to some extent, in retail.

A "market" ("exchange", "pool"), on which in principle demand and supply determine prices
at the generation and retail stages. A regulator sets the framework conditions for access to the
market, determines the transmission fee and prices for captive customers and distributes the
sales revenues to the generators (Ukraine and Russia for electricity). This model, ideal in theory,
meets in these countries with the overriding difficulty of non-payment of supplies, barter
agreements, offsets and promissory notes. The model cannot work without proper financial
flows, proper banking and strict sanctions when rules are broken (interruption of supplies,
withdraw! of licenses, bankruptcy). In fact, no-one model can.

None of the countries under review opted for the fifth model of negotiated third party access
or voluntary agreements between producers, net operators and customers as practiced e. g. in
Germany (and planned for the Czech Republic's gas industry). If supported by detailed
obligations in licenses and concessions and controlled by an effective antimonopoly agency, this
model offers advantages over all other models in terms of flexibility and cost. There need not be
a regulator, if there are no monopolies.

« There need not be a regulator,
if there are no monopolies. »



RESTRUCTURING AND REGULATION IN SOUTHEAST EUROPEAN AND BLACK SEA COUNTRIES:
MODELS, TRENDS, INTERDEPENDENCIES, PRESENT STATUS

Restructuring

1 from central planning to corporatization,
commercialization and privatization to

2 unbundling of vertically integrated entities
mto generation, transmission, retail ,

3 constrained competition
(limited eligibility, merit order for supplies,
price caps, public service obligations)

4 except for transmission: unconstrained
competition in generation, retail, (gas)
storage

5 international integration and trade

* Regulation

1 the government maintains controlling
shares, controls tariffs and prices

2 a regulator regulates a single-buyer/
, seller model, reports to government

3 an independent regulator regulates
access of eligible customers to grids
and suppliers (TPA) and other market
conditions
4 most prices and conditions are
determined by negotiated third party
access to grids and suppliers and an
"exchange"
5 UCTE to integrate systems
a proposed Southeast European
"Regional El. Market" to regulate trade

*" Status mid 2000
( el. and gas, unless otherwise stated)

1 Al, BiH, GR, HR, FYROM, SK, SLO, TR,
Y(S+M), R (gas), UA (gas), CZ (gas)

2 H, BG (el), MOLD
intended: SLO, GR 2001

3 RO, PI (el)
intended: CZ (el) 2002. BG 2005

4 R (el), UA (el)
intended: CZ (gas)

5 working parties (EU, UNECE,
SECI, BSEC) study issues, no decisions yet

K. Brciidow, June 2000



Fifteen issues
Whatever the differences among the models, certain common issues emerge specific to southeastern
Europe and the Black Sea region. They can be grouped in three categories:

/. Framework issues

These are policy issues that determine the context in which the regulator will have to evolve.
1. Restructuring, privatization, competition: the regulator has few means of impacting on the

number and size of competitors, on privatization or "unbundling". This is particularly difficult
in small countries or in countries where anti-monopolistic legislation is weak or not enforced.
As a minimum, the regulator should have the power of making proposals on market structures
and competition.

2. Proper financing and payment: proper financing requires liberalization of prices at least to the
extent that all costs are covered, or compensatory subsidies from the state budget. It is doubtful
whether a regulator can fulfill his function in an environment in which these conditions are not
met.

3. Size of public service obligation: these are limitations on competition in the interest of long-
term security of supplies, protection of indigenous energy sources, mitigation of stranded
investments, improved efficiency, and environmental and social protection. These obligations
may require orders of merit for supplies to the market, price caps and allowances for long-term
investments or co-generation. Social action (not only in the countries under review ') is needed
to protect low-income, old and disadvantaged customers by means of low tariffs, pre-payment
meters, advise on efficient energy use, information on social benefit schemes.

4. The scope of regulatory responsibility: or the issue of consistent or non-discriminatory
regulation of electricity, gas and heat supplies. Regulatory approaches to these energies should
not differ as they compete in large segments of the market. This speaks in favour of entrusting
all grid-based industries to one regulator. In fact, the only significant difference in regulatory
terms between electricity and gas is (access to) storage, However, in practice, regulation of the
electricity, heat and gas industries differs. In Hungary one office, the Hungarian Energy Office,
oversees all sources. In Romania, the National Energy Regulatory Authority - ANRE - has in
principle authority over all grid-based energy, but in reality there are two regulators, one for gas
and (like in Italy) another for electricity and heat. In Ukraine, the Regulatory Commission deals
with electricity and gas, in Poland with electricity, gas and heat, in Lithuania with electricity,
gas, heat and water.

5. The statutes of the regulator: this issue concerns the functioning of the regulator, his statute
and budget:

• To whom and on what issues does the regulator report? In Poland, the President of the Energy
Regulation Office reports to the Minister of Economy. In the Czech Republic, the Energy
Regulatory Administration reports to the Minister of Trade and Industry. In Hungary, the
Energy Office reports to the Minister of Industry and Trade. In Romania, the regulator reports to
the Cabinet of Ministers which acts on three issues (only): nomination of the President of
ANRE (for four years), approval of statute, annual report.

• What is the internal decision-making process? In Romania, ANRE is managed by a President
and a Regulatory Council, with the help of a Consultative Council grouping the various
interests. Draft documents are sent to all partners for comments. Documentation is put on a web
site: www.anre.ro.

• How much staff is needed? In Italy, staff numbers 120, in the UK 200, in Romania 37, in future
about 50.

1 in the United Kingdom, 4.3 million households are considered "fuel poor", i. e. spend more than 10 % of net income
on energy



• How much does the regulator "cost" ? In the UK 25 mill. £, in Romania less than one million $.
• How does the regulator finance itself? In Italy by a charge of 0.6 % on the turnover of licensees,

in Romania by revenues from licensing, services and a charge of 0.1 % on total expenditure for
wages of the regulated companies.

The challenge is to avoid bureaucracy and interference from policy makers and important players
and to secure transparency of decisions.
6. This raises the issue of coordination or interrelationship between the various state bodies

impacting on the grid-based energy industries: the privatization agency or treasury who could
increase the number of market players (including EPPs), the antimonopoly commission, the
regulator himself and the Minister, Cabinet of Ministers, Prime Minister, Parliament, or
President to whom the regulator reports. All these organs approach the issue of regulation from
different angles. An obligation for the regulator to comply with economic policy goals of the
government may, thus, turn out to be an impediment to market-oriented regulation.

//. Regulatory issues proper

These issues fall under the purview of the regulator. They are his "business".
7, Licencing: including obligations for sound financial management of suppliers and eligible

customers; rules on settlement of payment or particularly important in countries wiih a payment
crisis. The regulator has some means of discouraging barter and promoting payment discipline
In Romania, a sound financial status and payment discipline of electricity suppliers is supported
by related obligations in the licenses and taken into account when considering requests for tariff
increases; eligible customers must be financially viable in order to be allowed to take part in the
electricity market.

7. Setting of prices/tarifTs/transmission fees: here, emphasis is on eliminating cross-subsidies
between industrial and household consumers and on enabling suppliers to cover cost. With
regard to the latter, the regulator has basically two options: cost + pricing or price cap pricing.
The issue for the region is to mangage, indeed promote a transition from cost + pricing (as long
as prices are regulated) to price cap pricing (under conditions of imperfect competition) to
market pricing (when competition is secured).

8. Monitoring of accounting systems for trustworthiness and (ultimately, international)
comparability: when determining transmission fees and tariffs, the main problem for the
regulator is- the trustworthyness and comparability of the data on which generators, grid
operators and distributors base their requests for price increases in regulated markets. Common
accounting rules and - as a next step - application of international standards are the avenues for
enhancing transparency.

9. Public service obligations require the regulator to induce cost reductions, - an issue rendered ai
times difficult by conflicting mandatory provisions: indeed, the regulator must refrain from
intervening into the commercial operations of generators, grid operators and retailers while
pressing for cost reductions in the interest of customers. The means at its disposal can be
monitoring of cost structures, technical efficiency indicators, encouragement of co-generation.

10. Decisions of the regulator can usually be appealed against. The issue is under which conditions
such an appeal upholds implementation of the decision, and which are the appeals courts
(antimonopoly agency? regular administrative courts?). In Romania, decisions of the regulator
can be appealed against within 30 days before administrative courts. Viceversa, the regulator
could play an important role as mediator in settling pre-contractual disputes between suppliers
and customers. For contractual disputes, the civil courts are competent.

11. Establishment of codes for markets, grids and metering: Less fundamental than codes for
markets and grids, but of great practical importance are metering and billing codes. Metering
and billing first at the wholesale, next atthe retail market, are a precondition for proper supplier-
customer relations. Costs of metering in the economies in transtion are high. Who should own,



operate or read meters? Where to place meters? What data should be measured and when? What
standards (European, US) should be applied? How to render metering and billing markets
competitive?

12. In the same token, the regulator could encourage generators and retailers to improve customer
relations by means of contracts, attractive services, quality assurance and public information. In
the United Kingdom, the draft law on regulation had been put on the Internet in order to arouse
public attention and comment. In Bulgaria, the State Commission for Energy Regulation placed
general conditions for gas and electricity trade on its web site.

III. International issues

These issues require the international cooperation among regulators:
13. Exports and imports can be a means of shaping domestic markets and, hence, fall under the

purview of regulators. For example, the Romanian regulator ANRE is mandated to monitor
exports and imports and take measures "in the interest of the country". The issue here is double:

• first, whether the regulator merely regulates the formal conditions of access to the international
market, or stimulates/constrains market transactions,

• secondly, to what extent cooperation among regulators is necessary to avoid disorderly trade
development.

• These issues could best be broached when discussing the shape of a future Southeast European
Regional Electricity Market.

14. As European integration progresses, this will raise the question of international coordination
Among regulators more generally. Different conditions in different countries may, in the
medium-term, affect generation, transmission and trade. Is there a need for a top-down
coordination for the handling of emergency situations, for quality control, reliability,
transmission fees, dispute settlement, wholesale metering and billing? Would UCTE, the EU
Directives for Gas and Electricity and the Energy Charter Treaty provide such an appropriate
framework? Or would markets impose the necessary convergence of national practices?

Related discussions with regard to electricity take place under the umbrellas of a EU-sponsored
"Study on the development of a competitive Balkan Electricity Market"(see references, T.
Balabanov), the UNECE-sponsored South-East European Cooperation Initiative (SECI) and a
Black Sea Economic Cooperation Council's memorandum and feasibility study (see references,
UNECE). Those need to be coordinated and brought to conclusion.

The countries in southeastern Europe and around the Black Sea have a long experience with
regulation of grid-based energies. What matters now is that this experience be adapted to the new
market-oriented context bearing in mind the benefits of competition and of regional integration and
markets.
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Annex; Status of deregulation of the electric power and gas industries
in the economies in transition

Status: June 2000

Albania: no regulator; state-owned vertically integrated enterprises in the power (KESH) and gas
sector,
Bosnia-Herzegovina: no regulator; the electricity sector is operated by three vertically integrated
public enterprises; no firm plans to proceed with restructuring.
Bulgaria: a State Commission for Energy Regulation; the energy sector is being restructured
according to the single buyer model (unbundling of NEK, Bulgargas, local heat suppliers)
Czech Republic: the Ministry of Economy (Energy Regulation Administration) and Ministry of
Finance (tariffs) regulate a dominant, state-owned generator and transmission company, IPPs,
autoproducers and independent regional distributors in the field of electricity; a state monopoly
handles gas import and transmission.
Croatia: no regulator; state-owned monopolies for electricity (HEP) and oil and gas (INA)
Greece: a regulator will operate as of 2001 for the electricity and gas sectors, subsequent to the
restructuring of the industries concerned.
Hungary: under the regulator - the Hungarian Energy Office - MOL (gas) and MVM (electricity)
operate as the only wholesale sellers and grid operators, with competition taking place upstream and
downstream
Lithuania: state-owned vertically integrated companies in electricity and gas (up for unbundling
and privatization); a National Control Commission for Prices and Energy; intended model for
electricity restructuring: single buyer system
Moldova: the National Agency for the Regulation of the Power Industry attributes licenses,
developes competition and surveys demand and supply; Moldtruselektro is the single buyer of
electricity.
FYROM: no regulator; vertically integrated state monopolies for electricity and gas; self generation
and third-party access allowed
Poland: third-party access (electricity) and a state-owned holding in the field of gas; an
independent Energy Regulatory Authority reporting the the President of the Republic
Romania: the national electricity company CONEL has been unbundled. In the field of gas, there
are competing companies. A National Energy Regulatory Authority - ANRE - has authority for
dealing with all grid-based energies, but there are two distinct agencies, one for electricity and heat
and a more recent one for gas. Regulated third-party access is applied to the electricity market and
contemplated for gas. Competition takes place at the generation and - to a lesser extent - retail.
Russia: the Federal Energy Commission acts as regulator of federal and regional wholesale markets
for electricity, operated by the United Power System (RAO EES) A vertically integrated company
(Gazprom) operates in the gas market.
Slovakia: no regulator, state-owned vertically integrated suppliers for electricity (SE) and gas
(SPP)
Slovenia: no regulator, but a draft energy law is under consideration to adapt the structure of the
energy sector to the EU Directives for Electricity and Gas, the establishment of an independent
regulatory agency is foreseen.
Turkey: the single buyer model and an independent regulatory body are seen as the ultimate steps
in restructuring and privatization of the vertically integrated electricity and gas companies.
Ukraine: a National Regulatory Commission for Electricity supervises the wholesale "pool"
market, operated by Ukrenergo, with competition at the generation and retail stages. A vertically
integrated oil and gas company - Neftogas of Ukraine - controls the gas and oil business.
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